Dear Friends,

Namaste!
We would like to express our deep gratitude to all our donors whose continued magnanimity enables IDRF to make a difference in the lives of the underprivileged across India and Nepal. It is your empathy and philanthropy that has helped change lives of tens of thousands and enabled them to lead a life with dignity. Our long experience has led us to identify NGOs with impeccable track records guaranteeing that your hard earned money is used most effectively. Our overall admin cost is only 5%, so 95% of your donations reach directly to the ultimate beneficiaries!

Challenges and opportunities before us are enormous, but we are confident that with your continued support, we will be able to expand our ongoing programs and also address new areas of focus in the coming year. We urgently need not only your support but also from your family and friends. Together we can certainly have a much greater impact on the lives of the deprived. Please continue your support! This makes our work possible.

Sincerely,
Vinod Prakash
President, India Development and Relief Fund, Inc., USA

“IDRF is a great nonprofit organization. We have a peace of mind that our donation money is well spent and is used to fund numerous projects to serve the underprivileged in India and Nepal... Vinodji and Sarlaji’s enthusiasm and selfless dedication for IDRF is unparalleled. They diligently follow up on all funded projects .....”
— Sudha Jain, donor and volunteer
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Medical Care
IDRF funded a Medical Van to provide healthcare to remote villages in Arunachal Pradesh. In one year this van has been able to serve over 6,000 people through 60 health camps- eye and ENT, awareness meetings, and school visits. However, this van hardly meets all the health care facilities and there is a dire need of having an OPD & path-lab in Tinsukia, Assam. Estimated cost of this project is $80,000.

Clean India Mission
IDRF has been executing the rural sanitation program since 2009 in Gujarat and 2013 in present-Telangana. About 14,000 below poverty line (BPL) people in 225 villages have benefitted in our effort to end open defecation and creating a safe and better environment. In response to Indian PM Modi’s call for Swachha Bharat Abhiyan, IDRF has decided to provide additional 18,000 BPL people with sanitation units in rural West Bengal this year. Your donation of $1,000 will provide toilets to four poor rural families.

Disaster Rehab
IDRF provided immediate relief to the Nepal earthquake victims earlier this year, by arranging the distribution of shelter and hygiene kits to 160 families. The devastation has been so huge that IDRF is furthering the rehab program with another partner-NGO in Nepal. This NGO is actively involved in providing medical relief & rehab to the victims by major surgical procedures. An estimated $120,000 would be required for meeting the critical need of providing medical instruments and supplies in the urgently needed ICU.
Eco-Friendly Women Entrepreneurship

Since 2007, IDRF has funded 10 programs for a partner NGO based in Maharashtra: managed and run by rural women. These programs have empowered thousands through self-help groups: organic farming, farmers’ market, energy-efficient organic cafeteria, rural bakery, brown sugar unit and organic dyes, etc. IDRF is seeking your support in expanding the projects producing safe & biodegradable khadi yarn dyeing and fabric printing units and providing bio-degradable sanitary napkins - enabling women to lead a more hygienic and healthy life. The cost of expanding the existing facilities is only $28,000.

Why IDRF?

- Transparency and low overhead cost
- 95 cents out of every $1 donated goes directly to our programs in India and Nepal
- Over 25 years of experience in grassroots development
- Programs implemented by reliable and accountable local NGO-partners
- Top-rated organization on GreatNonprofits by over 50 independent reviewers
- 4 out of 4-star charity rating with 99.75% score by Charity Navigator - a premier rating agency

Suggested Donation Amounts

- $250: Toilet for one BPL rural family
- $500: Micro-credit for one woman entrepreneur
- $1,000: Diabetes treatment for 60 patients
- $6,000: Endowment of one seat: educating tribal girl in a residential school
- $15,000: Mobile medical clinic and supply of medicine for thousands of patients

“I had the pleasure of sponsoring a room in primary school in New Delhi where children of the uneducated and poor families were being trained. When I visited the school earlier this year, I was amazed at the work being done there....I will recommend this charity highly for anyone thinking of improving the lot of downtrodden families in India.” - Suresh C. Gupta M.D., donor and volunteer
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Donate Today!

- Mail a check payable to “IDRF” (please include your email)
- Donate online at [www.idrf.org](http://www.idrf.org)
- Corporate employees eligible to double donations! Contact your HR department for details (our EIN is 52-1555563)
- Federal employees can also contribute to IDRF through the CFC (#18889)
- For World Bank Group staff and retirees, World Bank will match your Community Connections Campaign donations by 50 or 100%
- Shop at [Amazon Smile](https://smile.amazon.com) and a portion of your purchase will be donated to IDRF, at no extra cost to you: [www.smile.amazon.com](http://www.smile.amazon.com)
- Donate an old car through “[Donation Line](https://www.donationline.org)” and gross proceeds of sale: tax deductible to you

All donations to IDRF are tax-deductible.

Contact Us

IDRF
5821 Mossrock
Drive
North Bethesda, MD
20852

Email:
admin@idrf.org

Tel:
(301) 704-0032

Web:
[www.idrf.org](http://www.idrf.org)

Review our financials here:
http://tinyurl.com/oouyuxs
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